Choose the Word

Directions: Read the sentences and write the word for each sentence that has the correct spelling AND also makes sense in the sentence. Remember the rules for spelling the sound of /s/.

1. The sun is at the ____________ of our solar system.
   senter  central  saucer  center

2. Alice made up her mind that she would be a famous ____________ one day.
   office  dancer  surface  danser

3. You can go to a ____________ to hear people play music or sing songs.
   cancel  consert  concert  consort

4. A ____________ is a partly burned piece of wood or coal.
   cider  sinder  sider  cinder

5. Jorge loves to add ____________ to his salads.
   celery  selery  calery  silery

6. Something you can write with is a ____________.
   pensil  pensel  pencol  pencil

7. Our teacher didn’t get to finish the ____________ because the fire alarm went off.
   lessin  lessun  lesson  lessan